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on the renewed attacks on activists of the Polish minority and representatives of
democratic forces in Belarus

Brussels, 14 April 2021 – "I condemn the renewed and malicious attacks by Aliaksandr

Lukashenka's regime on representatives of the Polish minority in Belarus, which are part of a

coordinated anti-Polish and anti-EU propaganda by the regime.

I strongly deplore the fact that Mr Andrzej Pisalnik, prominent Polish activist and Secretary of

board of the ZPB – who was invited to give his testimony during the today’s meeting of the

Delegation for relations with Belarus, was arrested together with his wife Inessa Todryk-

Pisalnik, right before the Delegation’s meeting, in an outrageous attempt to prevent him from

giving a testimony about the scale of repressions against the Polish minority in Belarus to the

representatives of the EU institutions.

Over the last few weeks, we have witnessed arrests and sentencing of leaders the Union of Poles

in Belarus (ZPB) including its President Andżelika Borys, as well as Irena Biernacka, Maria

Tiszkowska, Andrzej Poczobut and Anna Paniszewa, head of the Forum of Polish Local

Initiatives in Brest. The absurd charges brought against the activists include ‘inciting hatred’

and ‘rehabilitation of Nazism’ – crimes that are punishable in Belarus by prison sentences

between 5 and 12 years.

In light of the above events, I have sent letters to the Prosecutor General's Office and Ministry

of Internal Affairs, demanding further explanations and the immediate release of political

prisoners in Belarus. I take note that these letters have remained unanswered.
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I therefore, yet again, call on the Belarusian regime to immediately release Andrzej Pisalnik,

Inessa Todryk-Pisalnik, Andżelika Borys, Andrzej Poczobut, Maria Tiszkowska, Anna

Paniszewa and Irena Biernacka, as well as all other political prisoners, to stop the criminal

prosecution against them and to put a halt to the repression targeting the Polish and other

national minorities in Belarus."

For further information contact:
Office of Mr Robert BIEDROŃ, tel. +32 2 284 51 41, e-mail: robert.biedron-office@ep.europa.eu
Eastern Partnership and Russia Unit, tel. +32 2 284 26 43, e-mail: D-BY@ep.europa.eu
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